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Abstract: Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCLCA) is a fatal hepatobiliary tumor becoming more common. For a long time, it was largely ignored as an uncommon cancer and commonly misdiagnosed as carcinoma of unidentified origin; nonetheless, significant clinical and research attention has been dedicated to it lately. First-line (gemcitabine and cisplatin), second-line (FOLFOX), and adjuvant (capecitabine) systemic chemotherapy is the accepted standard of treatment. iCLCA is genetically unique from hepatocellular carcinoma, with multiple targetable genetic abnormalities reported to be far. Indeed, FGFR2, NTRK fusions, IDH1, and BRAF targetable mutations have been thoroughly studied, and clinical evidence on pharmacologically targetting these oncogenic drivers is emerging. In addition, the role of immunotherapy has been investigated and is a hot topic. There is a need for therapeutic interventions for these ailments. Our review focuses on Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma, Extrahepaticcholangiocarcinoma, Vascular Epidermal Growth Factor, IDH inhibitors, and Liver Cancer.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Cholangiocarcinoma (CLCA), which develops through the epithelial organs of the extrahepatic and intrahepatic bile ducts, is the next prevalent initial cancer of the liver, ensuing hepatocellular carcinoma. Reliant on the tumor’s anatomical position in esteem to the biliary tree, CLCA is categorized. The term "intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCLCA)" refers to CLCA that develops close to the second-degree (segmental) bile passageways in the liver's periphery. Perihilar CLCA is CLCAs located more distally in the biliary tree, beyond where the right and left hepatic ducts meet to where the cystic duct enters the common hepatic duct. Fibroinflammatory biliary tract disorders with the value primary-sclerosing-cholangitis, Caroli’s disease, hepatolithiasis, and liver fluke violations are prerequisites for iCCA. These disorders can prime to inflammatory variations in the bile ducts that path to the tumor. The possibility for perihilarcholangiocarcinomas is complex in entities with preexisting inflammatory biliary tract diseases. Early findings and action of these diseases can reduce the possibility of developing iCLCA. Cirrhosis, viral hepatitis, obesity-associated liver disease, diabetes, and other hazards are reported. These possible factors contribute to tenderness in the bile ducts, which can path the cells to grow abnormally and form a tumor. Initial detection and therapy for the underlying conditions can help reduce the possibility of developing iCLCA, and reduce the possibility of recurrence.

2. **EPIDEMIOLOGY/RISK FACTORS**

The mainstream of ICCs develops spontaneously without a known risk factor. The impending CLCA, specifically ICC, varies greatly worldwide. From instances per a million individuals between 1975 and 1979 to 8.6 cases per a million people between 1994 and 1999, the regularity of ICC has been rising in the USA. The 7th decade of life is when diagnoses are most common and related to men; women are more diagnosed than men by about 50%. This pattern persists across ethnic/racial groups and sexes, affording to a newer analysis of ICCs from 1999 to 2013; the age-adjusted incident rate for women was 9.9 cases per a million person-years from 2011 to 2013 compared to 14.5 cases per a million person-years from 1999 to 2001. The mainstream of CLCAs found in PSC patients—about 50%—are found within the very first year of the disease’s diagnosis, which means they are virtually always seen in individuals with dominant strictures. These are designated in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Morphological discrepancies of Cholangiocarcinoma (CLCA). (A) ICLCA, Yellow Color. (B) Perihilar CLCA (PCLCA, Klatskin tumor, Green Colors). (C) Extrahepatic CLCA (ECLCA, Red Colors).](image)

3. **CLCA TUMOR SORTING**

Three distinct kinds of ICCs are recognized: mass-forming, periductal infiltration, and intraductal growing. The mass-forming subtype makes up sixty to eighty percent of all ICCs, making it the most prevalent. On imaging, this subtype of ICC often manifests as solid nodules separate from the hepatic parenchyma. Macroscopically, they are firm and resemble solid, well-demarcated, pale tumors lacking a capsule that is frequently polylobulated and lacks any visible bile duct connections. In this category, lymph node implants are frequently seen. The subtype of CLCA, which is both mass-forming and periductal-infiltrating, which makes up around twenty-five percent of all ICCs, is thought to be the greatest forceful variant shown in Figure 02.
4. CLINICAL EVALUATION

4.1 Presentation

As a significance, individuals with ICC frequently experience ambiguous signs, including dull ache in the right upper quadrant and sometimes weight loss. This condition is not easy to diagnose as symptoms can resemble those of other diseases. Imaging tests like echography or CT scans often confirm a diagnosis. Treatment routes for ICC include surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation. It is imperative to seek medical help as soon as possible, as ICC can prime to serious complications if left untreated. Initial identification and therapy can increase the chances of a positive outcome. ICC is typically discovered by accident in individuals through or without cirrhosis during cross-sectional imaging for any other purpose. ICC can be grim to diagnose because it does not typically present with symptoms or cause pain until the cancer has advanced. The outcome is, Initial identification and therapy are critical as an approach to raising the chances of a positive outcome. For this reason, it is essential to monitor any deviations in the physique and seek medical help if anything arises to ensure timely identification and therapy of ICC.

4.2 Diagnosis

The process of metastatic hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma (HCLCA), CLCA, and innocuous liver lesions constitute the broad possible diagnoses for liver masses in individuals without a history of sclerosing cholangitis or cirrhosis. It is imperative to study hepatic pathology and other cancers thoroughly. Colon cancer risk and examination for the past, alcohol history, travel history (liver flukes), iron studies (hemochromatosis), body mass index (BMI) (non-alcoholic steatohepatitis), copper studies (Wilson disease), viral and autoimmune hepatitis risk and serologies and acquaintance to hepatotoxins (Thorotrast, aflatoxin), among other factors, should all be evaluated. An initial stage of the research should involve CEA, AFP, and CA 19 to 9. Echography or CT should be accustomed to sanction the diagnosis. In convincing cases, a biopsy may be essential. Finally, other tests, such as Alpha-Fetoprotein (AFP), may be required to identify the origin of the liver abnormality. CEA, AFP, and CA 19 to 9 are important because they measure the quantities of certain proteins and enzymes in the lifeblood. Echography and CT scans allow doctors to understand the liver and its abnormalities better. An evaluation within the liver tissue helps to sanction the identification and determine the variety of abnormalities. Finally, Alpha-Fetoprotein (AFP) tests can be accustomed to identify tumors, infections, or other causes of liver abnormality.

4.3 Imaging

Global hypodensity and peripheral rim are typical Computerized tomography scan (CTS) results. Augmentation of intrahepatic CLCA 591 in the portal venous and arterial phases. Nevertheless, only around 50% to 60% of cases on CT imaging show this typical look. In around 50% of ICCs, bile duct dilatation is seen as peripheral to the mass. The global hypodensity and peripheral rim on CT imaging are owing to the prevalence of a large mass pushing against the liver parenchyma. The augmentation of intrahepatic CLCA 591 in the portal venous and arterial phases results from the increased vascularity concurrent with the mass. The bile duct dilatation peripheral to the mass is considered to be the mass obstructing the Cystic ducts and causing them to become dilated. There may be capsular constriction close to the
mass in up to 20% of instances. Additional tests like endoscopic ultrasound with fine needle aspiration (FNA), endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), and magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP), with biopsy should be carried out if CT imaging is ambiguous for ICC in addition still a high suspicion\textsuperscript{15}. Capsular constriction is a condition that can happen in circumstances of Intra-hepatic Cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and can make it demanding to detect ICC through CT imaging alone. To ensure the correct diagnosis, additional tests are looked for to provide more information about the mass. As such, it is vital to consider additional tests to confirm a verdict of ICC in circumstances of capsular constriction (Figure 3).

Fig: 3 - Known driver genes based on subtypes of CLCA and histologic characteristics (Scale bar = 50 μm).\textsuperscript{16}

5. OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

5.1 Diagnostic Laparoscopy

The inclination of the clinician still plays a large part in how diagnostic laparoscopy is used in hepatobiliary cancers. Fortunately, owing to the high popularity of subclinical metastatic disease, researchers advise a diagnostic laparoscopy before definitive surgery incision in ICC individuals\textsuperscript{17}. The procedure is accompanied by high sensitivity and specificity for metastatic disease. Moreover, it could reduce the morbidity of surgery and improve overall survival. Up to 30% of those treated may have Subclinical metastatic disease that was not visible on beforehand cross-sectional staging imaging\textsuperscript{18}. Therefore, laparoscopy is the best option for diagnosing ICC initially and providing effective treatment. Additionally, the laparoscopy procedure is minimally invasive and can be prepared in a shorter time frame than traditional open surgery, thus reducing the possibility of complications and providing better outcomes. Furthermore, laparoscopy has proven to be a harmless and active method for early diagnosis and therapy of ICC, allowing for quicker recovery times and improved conclusions equated to open surgery.

5.2 Liver Resection

The surgical techniques used on ICC patients are a hepaticectomy with margins of error and a portal lymphadenectomy\textsuperscript{19}. The surgery usually involves the exclusion of the tumor, along with surrounding lymph nodes and a serving of the liver. The intention is to ensure that any enduring cancer cells are destroyed. Following the operation, chemotherapy and/or radiation may extinguish any lasting cancer cells. Morbidity and transience following liver resection have significantly decreased over the past several decades and are thanks to perfections in preoperative assessment, intraoperative surgical procedures, and postoperative treatment. This is because preoperative assessment has improved, allowing doctors to identify better individuals at risk for complications. Additionally, surgical techniques have improved, allowing doctors to execute the surgery with less risk to the patient. Finally, postoperative treatments, such as chemotherapy and radioactivity, have remained refined to make them more effective in destroying
lasting cancer cells. As an outcome, the realization rate of cancer surgeries has improved significantly, giving patients a better chance for survival.

5.3 Vascular Resection

Significant vascular activation is frequently observed in ICC. The cardiovascular intrusion was established to be an autonomously unfavorable predicting variable in a multinational, multicenter evaluation of many patients with histologically confirmed ICCs who received curative-intent ablation. The incidence of significant vascular activation was attendant with an amplified hazard of local tumor progression and death. The findings suggest that significant vascular activation might be a vital factor in expecting the hazard of tumor development. Therefore, its presence should be reflected when making treatment decisions. By understanding the incidence of vascular activation, doctors can better understand the progression of the tumor and make more informed decisions for its treatment. Vascular activation can be assessed through imaging tests such as MRI or CT scans, enabling doctors to make more effective treatment decisions. Individuals lacking any vascular damage had the greatest median survival time, at 45 months, according to a study's examination of the effects of both macroscopic and microscopic vascular invasions on overall survival. The study establishes that individuals with microscopic vascular offensive had a median persistency time of 38 months, while those with macroscopic vascular extension had a median persistency time of only 5 months. The study concludes that vascular invasion significantly impacts overall survival. Therefore, it is perfect that the extent of vascular invasion is an important predictor of survival outcomes in individuals with this type of cancer.

5.4 Minimally Invasive Resection

In the earlier few years, the adoption of a minimally invasive method for liver lesions has enlarged. This procedure, known as laparoscopic liver resection, offers several advantages over traditional open liver surgery. It can reduce recovery time, reduce postoperative pain, and reduce the risk of infection. Laparoscopic liver resection is much less invasive than open surgery, meaning the risk of complications is much lower. It also allows for smaller incisions, reducing recovery time and postoperative pain. Additionally, it reduces the risk of infection since fewer incisions are made. According to earlier retrospective research, individuals who underwent minimally invasive liver resections experienced squatter hospital halts and fewer problems than those who endured open liver resections. Minimally invasive liver resection also results in a lower risk of worries, such as bleeding and bile outflow. Furthermore, it can remaincast-off to treat tumors that are too complex to be preserved with open surgery. Minimally invasive liver resection involves making a few small incisions instead of a larger cut for open surgery. This allows the surgeon to access the liver without causing as much trauma to the surrounding tissues, resulting in a shorter hospital stay and a lower risk of complications. Additionally, the smaller incisions allow the surgeon to access tumors that would be too complex to treat with open surgery. This minimally invasive surgery also provides individuals with a much shorter recovery time, allowing them to return to normal activities more quickly.

5.5 Adjuvant Chemotherapy and Radiation

Few observational or systematic investigations have used standardized adjuvant chemotherapy for individuals with RO (Reactive Oxygen) Extirpation. Combined treatment using gemcitabine and cisplatin may offer some survival advantage based on randomized managed studies of unelected biliary tract malignancies. Gemcitabine and cisplatin may be beneficial for individuals with R Extirpation. However, further research is desired to confirm its efficacy. Additionally, studies should be directed to determine the optimal duration and dosage of the combination therapy. Randomized managed studies have recommended that Gemcitabine and cisplatin can offer a survival advantage to individuals with unelected biliary tract malignancies. However, it is still being determined if the combination is beneficial for individuals with RO resection, and further studies should be accompanied to limit the optimal dosage and duration for the combination therapy. The recent BILCAP study assessed the technique of prophylactic capecitabine between individuals with invasive gallbladder cancer and CLCA among those with resected tumors. The BILCAP study originated that prophylactic capecitabine was concomitant with enhanced overall survival related to those who received standard care, suggesting a potential benefit for individuals who resected tumors. However, the study was limited to those with resected tumors only and did not consider those with R Extirpation. Therefore, additional research is necessary to determine if combination therapy benefits individuals withR Extirpation. Despite the probable benefit found in the BILCAP study, the ability of the combination therapy for individuals with RO Extirpation is still unknown, warranting further investigation.

5.6 Systemic, non-targeted, cytotoxic chemotherapy for ICCLCA

Only certain randomized trials have been conducted on ICCLCA. A great deal is grouped together in series and include gallbladder cancer (GBC), intrahepatic, perihilar, and distal CLCA. In several of these investigations, studies of biliary tract cancer (BTC) simply included CLCA and GBC. In one randomized research, chemotherapy was the best therapy for CLCA individuals. In research that comprised individuals with pancreatic cancer, Glimelius and colleagues examined the 5-fluorouracil, etoposide, and leucovorin combination in 37 patients with CLCA. Because of their distinct biological properties, iCLCA is likely to devour a better prognosis in self-determining the kind of chemotherapy administered.

6. SPECIALIZED REMEDIES IN ICCLCA

6.1 EpGFR and VEpGF Inhibitors

Prior attempts were concentrated on blocking recognized targets associated with the carcinogenesis of CLCA, such as the Vascular-Epidermal-Growth-Factor (VEpGF) and its receptor (VEpGFR), as well as the Epidermal-Growth-Factor-Receptor (EpGFR). Randomized phase II studies were carried out, permitting the compelling case for targeting EGFR in BTCs and encouraging preliminary findings from single-arm phase II trials that suggested the benefits of EpGFR inhibitors, either as single agents or in amalgamation with chemotherapy, but failed to prove the advantages of targeting EpGFR in advanced BTCs. Modern molecular genetic analysis and significant research have provided new insights that have aided in the realization of tailored therapeutics for
BTCs, notably iCLCA. The molecular heterogeneity of BTCs has been shown by selective and entire exome analysis, which has also improved the genetic landscape of iCLCA(Figure-4).

7. FORTIFIED THERAPIES IN ICLCA

7.1 IDH Inhibitors

IDH mutations in iCLCA have remained recruited and characterized by a figure of organizations. iCLCA exhibits these alterations more frequently than extrahepatic CLCA. iCLCA is also acknowledged to be more resistant to conventional therapies than other CLCA. Early studies have exposed that IDH mutations are concomitant with improved prognosis in iCLCA patients. Further research is looked-for to understand the implications of these mutations fully. In particular, some studies have recommended that IDH mutations might be connected with a decreased risk of metastatic spread and a decline in tumor recurrence after conventional therapies. However, more research is needed to confirm these findings and better understand the mechanisms behind them. Mutant IDH develops a new capacity to create the oncometabolite 2-hydroxyglutarate (2-HG), which may be recruited in the blood and tumor while losing its usual enzymatic function. IDH inhibitors have been revealed to limit proliferation in tumor cell lines that carry certain IDH mutations. These findings suggest that targeting mutant IDH with IDH inhibitors may be a promising therapeutic approach. Medical prosecutions have been accompanied to estimate the facility of IDH inhibitors in treating certain categories of cancer. The consequences of these tribunals are currently being analyzed. The analysis of these trials is expected to provide new insight into the capacity of IDH inhibitors for cancer treatment. It may open the door for more targeted approaches to cancer therapy.

8. TARGETED THERAPIES IN ICLCA

8.1 FGFR Inhibitors

The subsequent identification of FGFR2 fusions in 11–45% of patients with iCLCA has quickly developed into an inhibitor of treatment with high potential. This Antagonizer, such as erdafitinib, has been established to be operational in treating iCLCA, with complete responses reported in up to twenty percent of individuals. Moreover, these Antagonizers have been recruited to have fewer side effects than additional forms of treatment. This is prospective because FGFR2 inhibitors specifically target the FGFR2 gene, meaning they have a more targeted effect and are less likely to affect other body portions. In addition, research has found that FGFR2 Antagonizers have effectively treated iCLCA in a wide range of individuals, with complete responses reported in up to 2%, indicating that they are an effective form of treatment. These second-generation antagonists are an enhancement over the first-generation FGFR-activating multikinaseAntagonizer (such as dovitinib and ponatinib), which previously lacked the selectivity and efficacy to treat FGFR-driven tumors successfully. FGFR2 inhibitors are now becoming the standard of care for iCLCA, and are increasingly actuality castoff in synergistic with other remedies to improve outcomes and diminish the hazard of relapse. This is a breakthrough in administering iCLCA, and will improve patient outcomes significantly. Consequently, the enlargement of FGFR2 inhibitors is a cause for celebration among the medical community(Figure-4).

8.2 Tumor Genetics

Tumor genetics can distress the possibility that a tumor will be immunogenic; specific mutations cause aberrant tumor proteins to be expressed and presented by tumor cells via major histocompatibility structures or by antigen-presenting cells like macrophages in the microenvironment around the tumor. This can trigger an immune response, prominent to activating T-cells that can attack the tumor cells. Mutations in the tumor cells can cause them to produce proteins the body recognizes as foreign. This triggers an immune response, activating T-cells that can attack the tumor cells and potentially eliminate the tumor. This immunogenic response can be exploited to develop treatments targeting tumors with these mutations. Tum MMR protein deficiency predicts ICI susceptibility across tumor types, which leads to the genetic hallmark of microsatellite instability (MSI), with high somatic mutation rates and elevated secretion of cancer-associated antigens. Spanning all tumor types, tumor mutational load (TML), also known as tumor mutational burden (TMB), is another genetic characteristic connected to the chance of responding to ICI. MMR proteins are accountable for the repair of DNA destruction. When they are deficient, errors accumulate in the DNA, leading to a growth in somatic mutations and manifesting many neoantigens in the tumor cells. These increased mutational load escalations the chance of response to ICI therapy(Figure-4).
8.3 Recent Data About Cells of Origin of ICCS

The latest study has revealed various fresh perspectives into the biological genesis of iCC (a normal cell that gets the initial cancer-initiating mutation), indicating the possibility of various cell lineages. The clinical problem is the intricacy of histogenesis and the many molecular pathways behind the distinct development patterns of this disease. It is now thought that iCC can emerge from any liver cell owing to cellular plasticity mediated by remodeling processes. iCC develops from topographically diverse cholangiocytes at various levels of the biliary tree. Cylindrical mucin-producing cholangiocytes surround big BDs, while cuboidal non-mucin-producing cholangiocytes form ductules, which house bipotential hepatic progenitor cells (HPCs) (stem cell niche).

8.4 Biliary Drainage and Portal Vein Embolization

When an ICC tumor progresses regarding the liver hilum, it may result in biliary blockage. In the initial surgical situation with repairable illness and the palliative setting, biliary drainage may be necessary. Biliary drainage may be achieved via percutaneous or endoscopic approaches or surgical resection. Biliary stenting may also be used to relieve the obstruction. This can improve the symptoms and prolong the survival of patients with unresectable ICC. Biliary evacuation seeks to enhance liver function and stimulate appetite. Biliary evacuation is necessary because it helps to reduce the biliary pressure, which is caused by the accumulation of bile in the ducts. This helps to develop the overall functioning of the liver and stimulate appetite, which can improve the worth of life for individuals with unresectable ICC. Preoperative biliary drainage may also enrich liver regeneration and lessen the fortuitous of subsequent liver failure. This can also reduce the hazard of postoperative complications, such as biliary strictures and bile leakage. Biliary evacuation can also reduce the necessity for postoperative biliary stenting and associated complications. The biggest disadvantage of biliary drainage is bile duct colonization, which frequently leads to cholangitis. To ensure the realization of this procedure, it is essential to pay close attention to infection control and post-operative care to ease the hazard of bile-duct colonization.

9. RISK FACTORS

9.1 Chemical Exposure

Although several environmental exposure hazards, like radon, asbestos, and thorium dioxide contrast, were thoroughly characterized earlier, they are mostly historically important and will not be further treated here. Newer environmental exposure hazards, such as air pollution, mercury, and lead, are of more immediate concern and require further study and research. The effects of these hazards on human health must be better understood to ensure that people are not unduly exposed to potentially harmful levels of pollutants. Air pollution, mercury, and lead are particularly concerning because they can be found in everyday environments, such as our homes, workplaces, and schools. These pollutants can be demanding to distinguish and can have long-term impacts on human health, including increases in respiratory illnesses, neurological disorders, and cancer. Consequently, it is vital to research and understand the potential impacts of these environmental hazards. CLCA has been linked in two investigations to workplace exposure to 1, 2-dichloropropane (1, 2-DCP) and dichloromethane.
(DCM) in a Japanese printing facility. The research shows these two chemicals are carcinogenic and have increased CLCA rates in exposed workers. As such, it is essential to research and understand the potential impacts of such pollutants to prevent further harm to human health. To further shield human health, it is imperative to identify and limit exposures to similar chemicals that may also be linked to CLCA.

9.2 Biliary Tract Disease

A recognized ICC vulnerability is parasitic infection with the liver flukes Clonorchis sinensis and Opisthorchis viverrini. These flukes are communicated to individuals through ingesting raw or undercooked fish and can cause serious health problems such as liver cirrhosis and cancer. Treatment is available, but prevention is an excellent strategy. A key part of prevention is educating people about the risks associated with eating raw or undercooked fish and ensuring that those handling and preparing fish know proper food safety protocols. Additionally, improved sanitation and water treatment systems can help reduce the prevalence of flukes in the environment. These microbes were recently classified as category carcinogens by the World Health Organization because they produce bile duct inflammation that increases the risk of ICC. Therefore, it is critical to maintain proper sanitary conditions and avoid contact with contaminated water sources to diminish the risk of contamination. Vaccination and proper medical treatment are also important to prevent the spread of this infectious disease. Additionally, it is critical to practice proper hygiene, such as frequent handwashing, to diminish the hazard of acquaintance with these carcinogenic microbes.

9.3 Liver Flukes

This was just lately demonstrated that ICC and viral hepatitis are related. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and ICC have been linked in several research from Europe and Asia. ICC is more common in individuals with chronic viral hepatitis than in the general population. Immunosuppressive therapy for chronic hepatitis can also increase the risk of ICC. Thus, it is vital to consider hepatitis screening in individuals with ICC. Patients with chronic viral hepatitis can have a higher risk of developing ICC due to the immunosuppression caused by the virus. Furthermore, immunosuppressive treatments for viral hepatitis can further increase the risk. Therefore, it is vital to consider screening for viral hepatitis in individuals with ICC in demand to identify those at higher risk. Screening for viral hepatitis in ICC patients can be especially beneficial, as it can reveal those at an increased risk of developing the condition and help inform immunosuppressive treatments that may further increase the risk.

9.4 Viral Hepatitis

This was just lately demonstrated that ICC and viral hepatitis are related. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and ICC have been linked in several research from Asia and Europe. ICC is more common in individuals with chronic viral hepatitis than in the general population. Immunosuppressive therapy for chronic hepatitis can also increase the risk of ICC. Thus, it is imperative to consider hepatitis screening in individuals with ICC. Patients with chronic viral hepatitis can have a sophisticated risk of developing ICC owed to the immunosuppression caused by the virus. Furthermore, immunosuppressive treatments for viral hepatitis can additionally intensify the risk. Therefore, it is imperative to consider screening for viral hepatitis in individuals with ICC in directive to identify those at higher risk. Screening for viral hepatitis in ICC patients can be especially beneficial, as it can reveal those at amplified risk of developing the condition and help inform immunosuppressive treatments that may raise the risk.

10. CONCLUSION

Considering an involved tumor and immunological microenvironment with signs suggesting anticancer immune responses, ICI monotherapy has demonstrated minimal effectiveness in BTCs. However, the safety profile has been encouraging and comparable to other cancer types. Because of the strong and long-lasting outcomes of ICI treatments in MSI-high and MMR-deficient solid tumors, including CCA, testing for tumor MSI/MMR status is recommended for all patients with advanced biliary malignancies. We demand this examination at the time of advanced disease evaluation or after resection in cases with a severe recurrence risk; Patients are currently treated with advanced MSI-high or MMR-deficient CCA with pembrolizumab early in the course of advanced disease soon after first-line chemotherapy fails.

11. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Severe iCLCA is still a tough condition to cure, and treatment is only palliative. Future research needs to continue to focus on genetic mutations (FGFR2, IDH, BRAF, and so on). We must learn which agents are well tolerated and which pharmacological combinations are most successful. Further research is needed to determine the use of ctDNA and tumor cells in detecting these genetic abnormalities, particularly those that contribute to medication resistance. The stroma of cancer-associated fibroblasts is also abundant in iCLCA. Targeting these cells therapeutically may also be advantageous in this malignancy. Indeed, these cells have been therapeutically addressed with CLCA suppressive effects in preclinical mouse models of iCLCA.
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